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An expression for the strong solution of the linear stochastic differential equation in the plane is 
obtained giving the solution as a function of the boundary condition. It is shown that the boundary 
condition as a function defined on the boundary of K!f is transformed continuously by the solution 
of the stochastic differential equation as the two dimensional “time” progresses. Also the continuity 
of the solution jointly in rW: and the space of boundary conditions is established. 
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Introduction 
For It6’s stochastic differential equations on the plane it is known that under 
Lipschitz conditions on the coefficients, a strong solution exists and furthermore it 
is unique (see Cairoli, 1972; Nualart and Yeh, 1989; Yeh, 1981). 
The solution of the classical one-parameter stochastic differential equation 
depends continuously on the initial value x E IF! and the time parameter, and generates 
a stochastic flow of homeomorphisms of [w. The proof of this result is based on the 
Kolmogorov continuity criterion (see Kunita, 1984). In the two-parameter case the 
boundary (i.e., initial) condition is a function on the boundary %%: of rW:. Its infinite 
dimensionality makes the Kolmogorov criterion unapplicable, and the existence of 
a version of the solution which depends continuously on the boundary condition 
is an open problem. 
In this paper we consider the particular case in which the stochastic differential 
equation is linear, i.e., 
X(z,,f)W(dz,) forzE[W:, (1) 
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where a E R is fixed, f is a real valued continuous function on iiRZ, and 
A 
f(z)=,f(~,O)+f(O,1)--f(O,O) forz=(s,t)ER~. (2) 
Here [0, z] is the interval [0, s] x [0, t] in lR: and W is a Brownian measure on R’. 
For the one-parameter case, the linear stochastic differential equation 
I 
X(t,x)=x+u X(r,, x) W(df,), 
where x E R, has a solution given by the explicit formula 
X(t,x)=xexp{aW(t)-fa’t}. 
So, for every w E R in the underlying probability space, X( t, x) is a continuous 
function of (t, x) which is linear in x. In the two-parameter case the solution of the 
linear stochastic differential equation (1) is not an exponential. For the case where 
fis a constant function the solution X(z,,f) may be negative with positive probability, 
and IX(Z,~)I ’ h as infinite expectation at any point z = (s, f) E I&!: with st > 0 (see 
Nualart, 1987). 
Since the coefficients of the stochastic differential equation (1) satisfy the Lipschitz 
conditions, it has a strong solution (see Yeh, 1981). The main results of the present 
paper are as follows. In Theorem 1 we give an expression for the strong solution 
of (1) as the sum of series of multiple It&Wiener integrals of the function f: In 
Theorem 4 the strong solution with the general boundary condition f‘ is then given 
in terms of the solution of the same equation with constant boundary condition. 
This is crucial for the problem at hand since, once the regularity properties of the 
solution of the equation with constant boundary condition are proven, the investiga- 
tion of the dependence of the solutions of the equation on the general boundary 
conditions is a relatively simple matter. In Theorem 7 we show the existence of a 
version of X(z,f) for the equation (1) such that for any Z,)E rW3 the mapping 
f( . ) + X( z,,+ . , f) is linear and continuous with respect to a family of total variation 
seminorms as well as families of a-Holder seminorms for LY E (0, i). In Corollary 8 
we show that there exists a version of X(z,f’) such that the mapping (z,f)+ X(z,f) 
is jointly continuous. 
1. The solution as a function of the boundary condition 
Definition. Let %(6@:) be the linear space of real valued continuous functions ,f on 
drW?+. For z = (s, t) E R:,~E %(%Qt) and n = 0, 1,2,. . , we define 
%(Z,f) = a’? J,<l_ W(dz,) I,,, ,-_,, W(dz,) . . . j-&.c,> 0) W(dz,,), (3) 
Pn(Z,f) = a” I,,,,_, W(dz,) I,,,-,, W(dzJ . I,,, .;,, ,,f(o, fn)W(dzn), (4) 
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where z, = (s,, t,); for [c z and n = 0, 1,2,. . . , we define 
(5) 
with the definition that 
%(Z,f) =f(s, 01, Po(z,f) =f(O, 1) and ro(i, z) = 1. (6) 
Theorem 1. For every f E VZ(&!:) the solution X( . , f) of the linear stochastic differen- 
tial equation (1) has the expansion 
X(z,f) = f {~~,(z,f)+p,(z,f)-f(O)~~(O, z)l forzE@, 
n =o 
(7) 
where the series converges uniformly in z E [0, T]‘, for every T > 0, both in L”(R) for 
every p 2 1 and almost surely. 
Proof. In what follows we write z, = (s,, 1,) for n = 1,2,. . . Now by (l), 
X(z,f)=f(s,O)+f(O, o-f(O)+a =, {f(s,, 0) +f(O, t,) -f(O)> W(dz,) 
Iterating the substitution N times we obtain 
X(&f) = ; {a,(z,f )-tPn(Z,f 1 -f(O)%(O, z)I+ G(Z,f 1 
n=O 
where 
RN(Z, f) = aN+’ I,,,,,, W(dz,) I,,,,,, W(dzz) . . . j-z,, x(ZN+i yf) W(dzN+,). 
To prove that the series in (7) converges to X(z, f) in L”(R) uniformly in 
z E [0, T]l for an arbitrary T > 0 for every p 2 1, it suffices to show that RN(z, f) 
converges to 0 in LZk(R) uniformly in z E [0, T12 for k = 1,2,. . . . Let zO= (T, T). 
According to the maximal inequality for a two-parameter martingale 
IE Sup 1RN(-,.fj~2k] s (2k/(2k - 1))4k~[I&(Zo,f )I’“]. 
lO,=,,l 
(8) 
According to Guyon and Prum (1981), for a predictable two-parameter stochastic 
process @, 
2k 
E Q(z) W(dz) I 1 =s (k(2k - l)}“T2’“-” Q t @(z)i”“l dz. (9) 
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Applying this inequality N-t 1 times we have 
m?dz”,frhl 
~ &?k(N+Il (k(2k _ l)}‘N+llApw~ 
X 
i 
(s,t,)‘-’ dz, 
[Ml1 5 
(sZr2)‘~’ dz, 
IO.:, 1 
. . . c (sNtN)‘-’ dzN EIIx(zN+, ,.f)i”‘l dZN+, 
J ro,z,’ ,I Jro.=, I
~(a2"k“(2k_1)~}N'1T2'N+l"‘ 
x{(k+1)(2k+l)~~~(Nk+l)}~‘lE[ 
Using this estimate in (8) we have 
(10) 
lim E [ sup ~K,V(z,.~)~‘i] =O. 
,1-x [(L-d 
Therefore R,,,(z,f) converges to 0 in L”‘(R) uniformly in z t [0, z,,]. 
To prove the uniform almost sure convergence of the series in (7) to X(z,J’) for 
z E [0, z,,], note that for k = 1, (10) and (8) yield 
e[ SUP IRN(z,j)\Z] G 16a~‘~+“{(N+1)!}~2T~~~+“[E[JX(Z,~,f))2]. 
[k=,,l 
Thus, by Chebyshev’s inequality 
t p 
N=C 
sup (RN(Z.f+& 
[(L=d 
s 16 1 a2’N+“(N!)~2T2’N+‘)[E[IX(zo,f)12] <a. 
N -0 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma then implies that supt,,,,,,, IR,(z,~)~ converges to 0 almost 
surely as N + CO, i.e., the series in (7) converges almost surely to X(z,,f’) uniformly 
in z E [0, zo]. q 
Corollary 2. For fixed [E R”, the solution Y(& z), z E R’, sf the linear stochastic 
dijferential equation 
Y({, z,) W(dz,) for z E R”, z 2 i, 
(11) 
is given b-y 
Y(<,z)= % m(&z) forzrR’,z2{, 
n -0 
(12) 
where the series converges uniformly in z E [ - T, T]‘, z 2 L, for every T > 0, both in 
L”(R) for every p 2 1 and almost surely. 
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Proof. Let us remark that for the case 5 = 0, Corollary 2 is a particular case of 
Theorem 1 in which f= 1. The general case {E R2 then follows by the translation 
invariance of the Brownian measure W on R2. 0 
Definition. Let .F be the collection of real valued continuous functions f on FIR: 
such that ,f( . , 0) and f(0, . ) are of bounded variation on [0, T] for every T > 0. 
Lemma 3. For z’= (s’, f’) and z”= (s”, t”) in lR2 and z’< z”, i.e., s’< s” and I’< t”, 
let us write (z’, z”] for (s’, s”] X (t’, t”]. Let 
C((Z’, z”]) = {(Z,) . . . ) z,) E (z’, Z”lfl; z, 2 z,s-. . . s z,} (13) 
for n = 1,2,. . . Siren for a,, pn and Y,, defined by (3), (4) and (5) we have 
%(Z,f) = an 
I‘ 
I,, ( 1 c,,cccqo,,:,,)f(d~> O)+u”f(O)Z,(l,.‘,,(,;,,), (14) 
0 
(15) 
m(l, z) = ~“L(lc”cc~,;,,)> (16) 
where I,, is the n-tuple Ito^- Wiener integral with respect to the Browniun measure W 
on R’. 
Proof. To prove (14) and (15) let us first prove 
%(Z,f) = u”f(s, O)~lI(lC,~,,,,.,, )-u” j-‘ &,(l,,~,z,<,,)f(d~, 0), 
0 
Pn(Z,f) = u”f(0, t)~H(lC~,(“,,,, ox,T,)f(O, d7), 
(17) 
(18) 
where A”(z, a) and B”(z, T) for z > 0, a, 7 > 0 and n = 1,2, . . . , are defined by 
A”(z, C) = {(z,, . . . ,z,)~(O,z]~;z,~z~~...~z,, ands,sc}, (19) 
B”(z, ~)={(z ,,..., z,)~(O,z]‘; z,az2>. ..sz, and tnsT}, (20) 
and zI, = (So, tk) for k = 1,2, . , n. 
To prove (17) let us rewrite it as 
%(z>f) = u”f(s, 0) I,,,-, W(dz,) I,,;,, W(dz,) . . . I,,,,_.,, WCdz,,) 
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Let us prove (21) by induction on n. For n = 1, we have by (3), 
W(ds,, dt,) 
-a WC&, dt,) f(ds,, 0) 
W(dz,) - a 
by integration by parts. Thus (21) is valid for n = 1. Next, assume that (21) is 
for some positive integer n. Then by (3) and the induction hypothesis, 
valid 
y,, AC’ 
I I 
‘,>
. . . W(dsn+, , d&s+,) 
0 0 I 1 .f(dc, 0) W(dz,). 
In the right side of the equality above let us apply integration by parts with respect 
to the variable S, in the first member and apply the Fubini theorem with respect to 
the variables S, in z and u in the second member. For brevity in notation let us 
write zk+l,!. for (Sk-c, 9 k) with the understanding that to= t and write 
5 [O.Zi+l.hl . . . W(dzk+,,k+,) for J,‘;” 52 . . . W(dsr+*, dtk+,). Then 
%+,(z,f) = a”+‘f(s, 0) 
I,,,-,W(dz4,CJ ._,I W(dz~)-J-,W(dz~+~) 
_a”+’ \ 
I u 
W(h) 
I 
Wdz,,,) 
0 [(),~,,,Bl L(hz1.,1 
. . . 
I 
Wdz,,+z,n+, 
rw,, / ,.,,I 
)jfW.rd) 
5 5, 
-a”+’ 
I Ii I 
W(ds,, dt,) 
I 
W(dzJ 
0 lr 0 l%z, I
‘,, 
. . . WC&+, , dt,+,) .f(da, 0). 
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Relabeling s, , s2, . . , s,+, as (T, s,, . , . , s,, in the second member on the right side, 
we have 
%+,(Z,f) = a n+‘f(% O)Zn+,(l(.“+‘((O,;,)) 
<I I 
-Lln+’ J‘IJ J W(ds,, dt,) W(dzz) 0 0 0 J lO.;,l 
. . . J W(dzn+, IO.=,, 1 ))fkk 0) \ *r 
-u”+’ J iJ J W(ds,, df,) J W(dzd 0 ,J 0 lO.:,l 
df,+,) f(dq, 0) 
-~n+f{J ,o,;, w(dzl)j o,_,, w(dz,) 
\,,A<, 
J J 
‘r, 
. . . W(ds,,+, >d&t+,) f(do; O), 
0 0 I 
which verifies (21) for n + 1. This completes the proof of (18) by induction. The 
relations (18) and (16) are proved likewise. 
To derive (14) from (17) note that A”( z, CT) c C”( (0, z]) in (17) and in fact 
C”((0, ~1) - A”(z, a) = C”(((~, 01, ~1). 
Thus, (17) can be rewritten as 
J 
\ 
%,(Z,f) = an L(lC~",iO,z,~ I.f(d~, O)+a"f(O)Z,,(l,.,,,,,,,;,,) 
0 
J 
\ 
-a" 
I,, ( 1 ~~~~z,<,,lf(d~> 0)
0 
\ 
=a 
n 
J 
Z,(l,.,',,,,,,o,,I,,Xf(da, O)+a"f(O)Z,(1,.,~,,,,,~,,), 
0 
which is (14). Similarly (15) follows from (18). 0 
Theorem 4. For every f E 9 the solufion X ( . , f) qf the linear stochastic diLfSerentiu1 
equation 
X(z,f) =.?(z)+ u 
I 
X(z,,f)W(dz,) forz=(s, t)E(W: (22) 
[O.Zl 
is given by 
X(z9.f) =.f(O) Y(0, z)+ Y((q 0), z)f(d~,OO)+ 
J 
’ Y((O, ~1, z)f(O, d7) 
0 
(23) 
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where Y(& z) for 5, z E R* is the solution of the linear stochastic diflerential equation 
with constant boundary condition (11). 
Proof. Note that Y(0, z), Y((u, O), z) and Y((0, T), z) in (23) are given by Corollary 
2 and Lemma 3 as 
u^ 
Y(0, z)= F r,,(O, z) = c ~“~,1(1,~~~,~0,~,,), 
n =o n=” 
UI 
Y((a, O), z) = : ?&((a, 0), z) = c a”I,(lc.“ccc,,o,,=,,), (24) 
n-O n=” 
x s 
Y((0, 7), z) = c m((0, r), z) = c anl,(l~.“(c(o,,).z,)). 
n=O tt=” 
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 3, 
X(z,f)= f {~Y,(Z,f)+p,(z,f)-f(O)Yn(O, 
*=” 
z)> 
* 
+ J C a”z,,(lc,,ccco,7,,=,,If(O, dT)+f(O) C ~"L(lc~xo,z~J 0 n=o n=” 
= I‘ Y((a, O), zlf(h 0) + Y((O, T), zlf(O, d7) +f(O) Y(O, z) 0 
by (24). 0 
2. Continuous dependence of the solution on the boundary condition 
Consider the solution X( . ,f), fE 9, of the linear stochastic differential equation 
(1) as given by (23). Let Z~E R: and let (aR:)i,, be the translate of %Q: by zO. Let 
& be the restriction of X( *,f) to (&Q:)[,,. In Corollary 7 we show that there exists 
a version of X( . , . ) such that the mapping f-jzil from 9 to the space %(aR:) of 
real valued continuous functions on S8: is continuous. In Corollary 8 we show that 
there exists a version of X( . , .) such that the mapping (z,f)-x(z,f)~R is 
continuous on IF!: x 9. In preparation for these results we prove two lemmas next. 
Lemma 5. Let Y be the solution of the linear stochastic diflerential equation (11). Then 
forp 2 2 and the compact set KT = [ - T, T]* w ere T > 0 there exists a positive constant h 
C(p, T) such that 
E{IY(&z)- Y(<‘,z’)lP}=SC(p, T){~~-~‘~p’2+~z-z’lP’2} 
for any L& <‘, z, Z’ E KT. 
(25) 
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Proof. The verification of (25) depends on the relative positions of 5, [‘, z, Z’E KT. 
In what follows we shall write C for a positive number depending on p and T but 
independent of 6, [‘, z, Z’E KT. The same letter C may not mean the same positive 
number. 
Consider first the case where <s z, 5’~ z’ and 5~ z’. Now 
E{I Y(5, z) - Y(5’, 4”) 
s C#[/ Y(5, 2) - Y(5, z’)l “I +u yr5, z’) - Y(5’, z’)l “I). 
By (1 l), Burkholder inequalities for two-parameter Wiener martingales (see Cairoli 
and Walsh, 1978) and Holder’s inequality we have, writing 1~1 for the Lebesgue 
measure of a Bore1 set E in R’, 
E{I Y(5, z) - Y(5, z’)l”> 
P 
= E 
(li a Y(i, 5) W(Q) - a Y(i, 5) W(Q) Ii,=1 I [<,=‘I II 
SC[E a’[ Y(i’, 5)lri,z,(5) - Y(5; 5)l,c,&H’d5 
CCE {IJ 
P/2 
a2 Y(l, 6)’ d5 
ri.=lnri,=‘l I I 
s Cl[& z]A[{, z’]Ip’2-‘E 
s c sup E{I Y(5, 67 “NL zla[L z’ll p’z. i.te K I
Using the maximal inequality for two-parameter martingales (in coordinates I and 
5) we can show 
sup E{I Y(L 511 p>s c. (26) 5.t~ K, 
By simple geometric argument we have 
I[<, z]A[& z’][P”< /z-Z’IP’? 
Thus 
E{lY(l, z)- Y(& z’)lP}< c/z-z’l”‘? 
Similarly 
E{IY([, z’)- Y(i’, Z’)lP}G cl<-i’l”“. 
Therefore (25) holds for this case. 
Next, consider the case where C c z, i’s z’ but 6 % z’. In this case we write 
ECIY(i, z)- Y(i’, z’)lP>~ CE{lY(i; z)-lIp+IY(s’, z’)-II”]. 
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For the first term on the right side, we have by (ll), Burkholder inequalities and 
(26) and writing i = (u, r) and z = (s, t), 
E{IY(l,z)-11”~=~ {II 
P 
a Y(l> 5) W(W 
[t-.-I Ii 
P/’ 
SCIE (I a2 Y(i 0 d5 Ii.=1 1 I 
~~~[~,z]~p’2~Cmin{~~-s~“‘“,~~-t~”~’}~C~z-z’~p’~, 
and similarly for the second term we have 
E( 1 Y( JJ’, z’) - 1 I “} c Cl{ - lJ’l p’2. 
Therefore (25) holds for this case also. 
Thirdly, for the case where <G z and J’s z’ we have Y(<‘, z’) = 1 so that 
E{I Y(5, z) - Y(i’, z’)l”> = q Y(5, z) - l/“I 
SC min{lrr-sip”, 17 - tl”“} (as in the second case) 
by geometric argument. 
The case where 5% z and &“- z can be treated in the same way as the third case 
above. 
Finally, the case where [a z and {‘% z’ is trivial. 
This completes the proof of (25). 0 
Lemma 6. There exists a version of the solution Y qf the linear stochastic diflerential 
equation (11) such that 
Y(&z)=l forzF<, (27) 
and .for every T > 0 and CY E (0, i), 
I Y(i; z) - Y(L”, ~‘11 s ~~,K,,/(L’, z) - Cl’, z’)l” .for5, z, i’, z E KT, (28) 
where K, = [-T, T]’ and AT,<, is a ,$nite nonnegative random variable depending on 
T and cy. 
The proof of this lemma is based on the following real analysis result of Garsia, 
Rodemich and Rumsey (see Stroock and Varadhan, 1979, p. 60). 
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Let u be a real valued continuous function on Rd and let B be an open ball in 
Rd. Let 0 and Ic, be nonnegative, strictly increasing and continuous functions on 
[0, ~0) with 0(O) = (cl(O) = 0 and lim,,, 4(x) = M. If 
then 
(29) 
de(x) for all 5, 7 E B, (30) 
where Ad is a universal constant depending on the dimension d only. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let T> 0 and (Y E (0, $) be fixed. Let B, be the open ball with 
center 0 E R“ and radius 3 T so that [-T, T14c B,. With p > 8 and F > 0 define a 
random variable T,,,,r by 
(1 Y(i, z) - Y(J”, z’)l”//(l, z) - CC”, ~7’) dl dz hi- dz’. 
Since B, c [-3T, 3T14 we have by Lemma 5, 
UT,,,,,) = 
II 
(U] Y(i, z) - Y(5’, z’)l”]/l(5, z) - (i’z’)I*) d&’ dz d5’ dz’ 
RI LIT 
aC(p,37-) 
li 
I(l, z) -(<‘, ~‘)l”“-~ dl dz dc’dz’. 
BT fl7 
Let us choose F so that ip -E > -4, i.e., ~<$p+4. Then E(I’,,,,,)cco so that 
r p.e,T < cc almost surely. In fact, by means of the rational values of p, E and T, we 
have a null set N in the underlying probability space such that 
rP,,,r(w)<co forwE N’, forallp>S,O<&<~p+4and T>O. 
For w E NC let us apply (30) to the function Y(& z, w) for (5, z) E R4 with $(x) = xp 
and 0(x) = xF”’ for XE [0, CO). Then 
I Y(i, z, w) - Y(i’, z’, @)I 
= C’( p, F)rp,F,T(W) “Pl( <, Z) -(l’, z’)]“~~~)‘~ for all {, z, i’ E K1 
where C’( p, E) is a positive constant depending on p and E only. Let us take 
E E (8, lp +4). This is possible since p > 8. In particular we may take p > 10 and 
E =:p+3. Then (~-8)p~‘=i -5~~‘. Let us take p = lO(l -2cu) -’ > 10 so that i- 
5pm ’ = u. Then (28) holds for w E N’ with 
&(W) = c’(P, E)rp,r,T(W)“p, 
where p = lO(l-2~))’ and E =+p+3. 0 
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Definition. For the linear space 9 of real valued continuous functions f on XR’, 
such that f( . , 0) and f(0, . ) are of bounded variation on [0, T] for every T > 0, we 
define an increasing sequence of seminorms 11. II,,, n = 1,2,. . , by 
ll.Ill.,=~.f(~)~+~~~~df(~,O)~+~~~df~O:i~ forfE9. (31) 
For the linear space %(XR:) of real valued continuous functions ,f on i@: we define 
an increasing sequence of seminorms 111. /II,,, n = I, 2,. . , by 
Ill.flll,7 = ,,syp,, iIf(h O)l, I./IO, .~)I) forfE ~:(i~~3). (32) 
Let cy E (0, 11. On the subspaces 9* and %,,(S!:) of 9 and %(i)R:) consisting of 
the @-Holder continuous members, we define 
Ilfll?~,~~ = llfIlt1 +(,_ sup_ ), 
Idf(. , O)l(b, ~‘1) kV(O, . )/Us, ~‘1) 
Is ~ S’I’I ’ Is - S’I cy 1 
forfE 9 
<r > 
(33) 
and 
Ill.flllm,ce = Illfllln? + sup 
o- 1.,‘- II i 
If’h ;)y“, O)l lm s) -f(O, 4 
s SIC1 ’ 1s - sy I 
forfE %‘,,(?IR:). 
\f\’ 
(34) 
9, SC,,, %(iS!~) and %‘,,(iIR:) are Frechet spaces with respect to the metrics 
d(f;g)= il: 2 ” 
Ilf - gll,, 
n=, 1+ llf-gll,I forx gE 9> 
4,c.L ET)= IF T” Ilf -gll..<t ,I I l+~~f-gl~,,~, forf;gE SW, 
PM 8) = : IT” 1ll.f - gIlIn 
1 + Illf- gllL 
f0r.f; g E %(ilRz), 
n -I 
and 
x lllf - gllln.~~ 
pn CA g, = ,,z, 2 --)’ 1 + i](.f- gJ]J,,,,, forf; gE %,;,(&!t), 
respectively. 
Theorem 7. Let X( . ,,f), ,f E 9, be the solution qf the linear stochastic d#erential 
equation 
X(&f) =f(s, 0) +.f(o, t) -f(O) + a I X(z, ,f) W(dz,) ,for z = (s, t) E R:. (35) [O.~_l 
For any z0 = (sg, t,,) E rWi let us dejine the function f:,, on iX!2: by 
_&,(s, 0) = X((s,,+ s, t,J,f) and _?=;,,CO, t) = X((.G, to+ t),f). (36) 
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Then there exists a version of {X( z, f ), zE[wt, fE9} such thatfor any z,~tR:, the 
mapping f +j=,, is u linear and continuous transformation from 9 into +2(&Q:) as well 
as from 9<,, into +Ze,,(6M:) for any ff E (0,;). 
Proof. According to Theorem 4, the solution X( . , f) of (35) is given by 
X(z,f) =f(O) Y((0, 0), z) + Y((a, O), z)f(k 0) 
J 
I 
+ Y((O,~),z)f(o,d~) forz=(s,t)ER:. (37) 
0
For Y( . , . ) in (37), let us use a version satisfying the conditions (27) and (28) in 
Lemma 6. Then for the given .f~ B the solution X( ., f) of (35) is given by (37) 
with this version of Y(. , .) f or each sample point except for a null set in the 
probability space. To show that the mapping f +,fZ,, is a continuous mapping of 9 
into %(&!:) it suffices to show that for every n there exist a positive random variable 
n,, and m s n, not depending on f; such that 
llljil,Illn 4 A, Ilf II ,,l forfE 9. (38) 
Similarly, to show that the same mapping is a continuous mapping of %,? into 
%‘,(iKF:) for any LY E (0, A), it suffices to show that for every n there exist a positive 
random variable A,, and m 2 n, not depending on .fi such that 
Ill.?+lll,2,~~ d 11,Ilf II m,rr forf E SC?. (39) 
To prove (38), note that by (32), 
BY (37), 
sup I.L,,(s, WI= sup /X((q, 
o- 5 _ I, O-,-,1 
+ s, t,,),f )I 
s “::P,, i m”)l ‘I Y((O, 01, (so+% 4,N 
J 
‘et+ ’ 
+ / Y((a, 01, (sofs, to))11 df(a, 0)) 
0
+ Jfr' I y((o,T), (so+s, to))1 I df(O, .,I} 
0 
zz Ilf Il,v,+nl+L sup I Y(L 43 
i.=cr~,~~i+~l~r~,~,,l 
and similarly 
sup I.i,,(O, 4 c Ilf /l,r,,+n,+l sup I Y(Lz)l. “- c- ,z C~tlo.l,lxro.‘l,+~l 
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Therefore 
Illj‘z,,llln c llfll L~,,+r,,+nl+l sup I Y(5, 4. 
~,zt[o,,,,+n]x[o.l,,fl1] 
Thus (38) holds. 
To prove (39), we note that by (34), 
lll.Lhw = lIli,,llln 
Now by (37), (33) and (28). 
sup Iv& 0) -~,,w9 O)/ 
“~\,\‘S??,,i,’ ls-S’lU 
z sup @m,,+ s, h),f) - X((su+ .y’, f”),.f)l Is - CI “- .A,\‘- ?I,\#\’ 
G ok (;,yy,#$, l.fuJ)l I Y((O, 01, (%-t s, t,)) - Y((O, 01, (so+ s’, 4J)l Is - s’I_ (” 
, , 1 
+ (I,,‘“’ l y((g, 01, (so+ s, to)) - Y((a, 01, (so+ s’, c,))l ldfb, 011) 1s - .+” 
+ I y((u, O), (so+ .Y’, to))1 Idj”(q 0)I) Is - ~‘1~ c1 
zs Ilf II,? sup {I Y(i, z) - Y(i, z’)l z - z’l_ ,,I <,z,-_‘c rO,\,,+rl]xlo,r,,J,~~~’ 
s c,, Ilf II ,11.<1 
for some C,, > 0 and m 3 n, not depending on .I: Similarly 
(41) 
sup 
I.i2,,(0, s) -f&t s’)l ~ c llfll 
o- 5.\‘. n.\ f \’ 
,s _-sI/o 81 ,n,rr (42) 
Note also that by (38) and (33), 
Illjl-,,lll II zG C#? II.f’llm ss c?l I .fll ,,,,o (43) 
Using (41), (42) and (43) in (40) we have (39). 0 
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Definition. For T > 0 let ST be the linear space consisting of the restrictions to 
JR: n [0, T12 of the functions in 9 and let us define a norm 11. IIT on ST by 
(44) 
Corollary 8. For every T > 0 there exists a version of the solution X( .,,f ), f E 9, of 
the linear stochastic difSerentia1 equation (35) such that the mapping (z, f ) + X (z, j”) E R 
is continuous on [0, T]’ x ST. 
Proof. The solution X( . , f ), f E 9, of (35) is given by (37) in terms of Y and f: 
According to Lemma 6, there exists a continuous version of { Y(& z), <, z E [0, T]‘}. 
Let us use this version of Y in the expression (37) for X( .,f). In what follows we 
write X(z,f) and Y(z,f’) for X(z,,f;w) and Y(&‘, z, w) where w is a fixed sample 
point for which the mapping (i, z) + Y(& z, w) is continuous. 
To show the continuity of the mapping (z, f) + X(z, f) E !R on [0, T12 x &, let 
(z,,f‘)~[O, Tl’x.9.r be fixed. Let 
(45) 
From the continuity of Y and J; for every F > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that 
I Y(l, z) - Y(i’, z’)l< & 
for any [‘, Z’E [0, T]” such that )i - 5’1~ 6 and Iz - z’l< 6, and 
(46) 
,” 5’ 
in,, If(da, O)l<E and (47) 
for any Z’E [0, T]’ such that Iz - z’l< 6 where we write z = (s, t) and z’= (s’, t’). 
With 6 > 0 as specified above, let (z’, f ') E[0, T]* x 9-r be such that Iz - z’I< 6 and 
l1.f -f’ II T < 8. Now 
Ix(Z,f)-X(~',f)l~JX(Z,f)--X(Z',f)l+IX(Z',f)-X(Z',f')l. 
By (37) and (45), 
Ix(z’,f)-X(z’,f’)l~M,Ilf-f’ll.<M,6. 
Next recalling (37) we write 
/X(z,.f)-X(z’,f)J~~,+~,+~, 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
where D,,, D, and D2 are defined and estimated as follows. First 
Q1- I.f(W Y(O, z) - Y(O, z’)h 5 llf II r& (51) 
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by (44) and (46), and secondly, 
s II 
F \A\’ 
Y((c, 01, z).f(da, 0) - Y((a, 01, z)f(da, 0) 
0 
,A\’ 
I 
\A\’ 
+ Y((a, 01, zl.f(d~, 0) - Y((a, 01, z’l.f(d~, 0) 
0 
,A,’ 
I 
.5 
+ Y((a, O), z’).f(d~, 0) - Yib, 01, z’lf(d~, 0) 
0 
S”,’ 
s2M, k(d~> 0)i-t Ilfll+ ,n,, 
<2M~~+Ilfll~~ 
by (44)-(47), and similarly 
I I-’ i-1’ 
D, = ( 1 Y((O, ~1, z)J‘(O, dT) - 1 Y((O, ~1, z’)f(O, dT) 1 < 2M,& + Ilfll~~. 
(52) 
I Jo 
Thus if we take 6 < E then by using 
(49) and (SO), 
Jo I 
(53) 
(51), (52) and (53) in (50) we have from (48), 
~~(~‘,~‘)-X(~,.~)~~(~MT+~II~II,)~. 
This proves the continuity of (z, f ) + X (z, f ). 0 
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